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Abstract
We present new results on the angular momentum evolution of dark matter halos. Halos, from N-body simulations, are classified
according to their mass growth histories into two categories: the accretion category contains halos whose mass has varied continuously
and smoothly, while the merger category contains halos which have undergone sudden and significant mass variations (greater than 1/3
of their initial mass per event). We find that the angular momentum grows in both cases, well into the nonlinear regime. For individual
halos we observe strong correlation between the angular momentum variation and the mass variation. The rate of growth of both
mass and angular momentum has a characteristic transition time at around ���������
	����� , with an early fast phase followed by a late
slow phase. Halos of the merger catalog acquire more angular momentum even when the scaling with mass is taken into account. The
spin parameter has a different behavior for the two classes: there is a decrease with time for halos in the accretion catalog whereas a
small increase is observed for the merger catalog. When the two catalogs are considered together, no significant variation of the spin
parameter distribution with the redshift is obtained. We have also found that the spin parameter neither depends on the halo mass nor
on the cosmological model.

1. Simulation
The N-body simulation analyzed uses adaptive particle-
particle/particle-mesh (AP

�
M) code HYDRA (Couchman,

Thomas & Pearce 1995). We ran a
�

CDM simulation with�����������
, ��� �������

, �� �!�"�$#
and %'& �!���$(

. The simulation
was performed in a periodic box of side

���)�+*',
Mpc with- �.� �

particles (hence with mass resolution of
- �����"/102/3� &

M 4 ). The simulation started at 5 � ���
and ended at the

present time 5 ���
.

Halo catalogs at different redshifts were prepared by using a
friends-of-friends (FOF) algorithm (Davis et al. 1985), with
a linking length of b = 0.15 in units of the mean interparticle
separation. Once a structure is identified, the total energy
of each particle is computed, with respect to the centre of
mass, and those with positive energy are removed. The pro-
cedure is repeated with the new centre of mass, computed
according to its usual definition, until no unbound particles
are found.
We have identified 6 # - 6 halos at 5 �!�

and out of this num-
ber we have prepared a sample of

# 6 � halos which have
never undergone a major merger event, and their mass have
always increased by accretion or by capture of small lumps
of matter. We also selected

�.�7/
halos which had at least one

major merger episode in their history, corresponding to an
increase of their masses at least by a factor of

/389�
in the

event. Since this limit, generally adopted in the literature is
rather arbitrary, we have also examined how our results are
modified if we decrease the above mass-fraction threshold
to
/38:�

.

2.Angular Momentum Evolution
In spite of the erratic variations of the spin when individ-
ual halos are considered, on the average, an increase of the
angular momentum is observed for both samples. Fig. 1
shows the median value of angular momentum distribution,
med( ;$<.=?> ), as a function of time. Two scaling regimes are
noticed with a characteristic redshift of 5A@ /B���DCE/.� 6 .
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Figure 1: The evolution of the median of the logarithm
of the angular momentum, FHG3IKJL;$<B=M>ON , with time for the
halos which grow by accretion and halos which have un-
dergone at least one merger. The growth continues well
after the first shell-crossing time which is at about 5A@ �
( PQ@ �"�����.�)89RAS

).

A best fit to the data shows that :

J TVULU
W XY[Z P ,]\ ^ S`_ <�ab5dc /.� 6P ,]\ Sfeg_ <�ab5dh /.� 6 > �`ikj W XY[Z Pml \ e]S`_ <�ab5dc /.���P ,f\ n eg_ <�ab5dh /.���

In the redshift interval
�7��� c 5po �

, the average angu-
lar momentum grows by a factor of 6 � , suggesting clearly
that merging transfer angular momentum much more effi-
ciently than accretion. In fact, since the angular momentum
scales with mass as q ^sr �

and halos which have grown by
merging are more massive, this effect must be taken into
account when comparing both samples. In this case, it is
more convenient to compare the distribution of the quantity;$<.=tJu> 8 q ^fr � N . In Fig. 2 the distributions for the two samples
at 5 �E�

are compared and one can see that merging events
give a larger contribution to the final angular momentum of
halos irrespective of the mass variations.
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Figure 2: The distribution of the angular momentum,
normalized by q ^fr �

. The mean of the distribution is
larger for halos which have undergone major merger
events.

3. The evolution of the spin parameter
Previous works have shown that the spin parameter v ,
obtained from simulations, has a log-normal distribution
(Barnes & Efstathiou 1987; Cole & Lacey 1996; van den
Bosch 1998; Ryden 1998),w JkvxNzy{v � /%t|.} -B~����"��� C��L� l�Jkv 8 v S N- % l| � y{vv (1)

which seems to be a universal result, independent of the
cosmological model. In Fig. 3 we show the distribution of
the spin parameter at 5 ���

for the two catalogs considered
here. An inspection of this plot confirms again that halos
which have undergone important merger episodes have, on
the average, a larger spin parameter and a wider distribution
than those evolved by accretion only.
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Figure 3: The distribution of the spin parameter for
halos that grow by merger and those which grow by ac-
cretion at 5 ���

.

Earlier investigations of the evolution of the spin parame-
ter indicate that its distribution does not vary with redshift.
This result seems to be valid both in the TTT and in the
random walk capture model (Vitvitska et al. 2002). In Fig.
4 we plot statistical parameters of the v distribution, as the
mean, median and v S , as a function of the redshift, when
the halos of each catalog separately and also both catalogs
together are considered (

/��B��/
halos).
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Figure 4: Panels from up to down: a) evolution of the
spin parameter for all the halos (accretion + merger).
Three statistical parameters are shown: the median, the
mean and v S ; evolution of the same parameters but for
halos of the accreting catalog only (b) and for halos of
the merger catalog (c).

This figure demonstrates that, in spite of some erratic fluc-
tuations, the variations in both v S and the median are quite
small, although a slight increase seems to be suggested by
the evolution of the mean value. Taken at the face value,
these results are compatible with no variation of v with 5
or, at least compatible with a slight increase in the mean.
However, the results are quite different if we analyze the
evolution of the spin parameter for the two samples (accre-
tion and merger) independently. The middle and the lower
panels of Fig. 4 show respectively the evolution of the
same statistical parameters for halos evolved only by ac-
cretion and those which have had at least one major merger
event. We notice a clear and significant evolution in oppo-
site senses: halos evolved by accretion have a decreasing
spin parameter, whereas for halos evolved by merging v in-
creases. Typical values for the rmsd of the mean value of
the spin parameter v are 0.02.
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